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coalescence with Advanced LIGO
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On September 14, 2015, at 09∶50:45 UTC the two detectors of the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-
Wave Observatory (LIGO) simultaneously observed the binary black hole merger GW150914. We report
the results of a matched-filter search using relativistic models of compact-object binaries that recovered
GW150914 as the most significant event during the coincident observations between the two LIGO
detectors from September 12 to October 20, 2015 GW150914 was observed with a matched-filter signal-to-
noise ratio of 24 and a false alarm rate estimated to be less than 1 event per 203000 years, equivalent to a
significance greater than 5.1 σ.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.93.122003
I. INTRODUCTION
On September 14, 2015, at 09∶50:45 UTC the LIGO
Hanford, Washington, and Livingston, Louisiana, observa-
tories detected a signal from the binary black hole merger
GW150914 [1]. The initial detection of the event was made
by low-latency searches for generic gravitational-wave
transients [2].We report the results of a matched-filter search
using relativistic models of compact binary coalescence
waveforms that recoveredGW150914 as themost significant
event during the coincident observations between the two
LIGO detectors from September 12 to October 20, 2015.
This is a subset of the data from Advanced LIGO’s first
observational period that ended on January 12, 2016.
The binary coalescence search targets gravitational-wave
emission from compact-object binaries with individual
masses from 1M⊙ to 99M⊙, total mass less than 100M⊙
and dimensionless spins up to 0.99. The search was per-
formed using two independently implemented analyses,
referred to as PyCBC [3–5] and GstLAL [6–8]. These
analyses use a common set of template waveforms [9–11],
but differ in their implementations of matched filtering
[12,13], their use of detector data-quality information [14],
the techniques used to mitigate the effect of non-Gaussian
noise transients in the detector [6,15], and the methods for
estimating the noise background of the search [4,16].
GW150914 was observed in both LIGO detectors [17]
with a time-of-arrival difference of 7 ms, which is less than
the 10 ms intersite propagation time, and a combined
matched-filter signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 24. The search
reported a false alarm rate estimated to be less than 1 event
per 203000 years, equivalent to a significance greater than
5.1 σ. The basic features of the GW150914 signal point to it
being produced by the coalescence of two black holes [1].
The best-fit template parameters from the search are
consistent with detailed parameter estimation that identifies
GW150914 as a near-equal mass black hole binary system
with source-frame masses 36þ5−4 M⊙ and 29þ4−4 M⊙ at the
90% credible level [18].
The second most significant candidate event in the
observation period (referred to as LVT151012) was
reported on October 12, 2015, at 09∶54:43 UTC with a
combined matched-filter SNR of 9.6. The search reported a
false alarm rate of 1 per 2.3 years and a corresponding false
alarm probability of 0.02 for this candidate event. Detector
characterization studies have not identified an instrumental
or environmental artifact as causing this candidate event
[14]. However, its false alarm probability is not sufficiently
low to confidently claim this candidate event as a signal
[19]. Detailed waveform analysis of this candidate event
indicates that it is also a binary black hole merger with
source frame masses 23þ18−6 M⊙ and 13þ4−5 M⊙, if it is of
astrophysical origin.
This paper is organized as follows: Sec. II gives an
overview of the compact binary coalescence search and the
methods used. Sections III and IV describe the construction
and tuning of the two independently implemented analyses
used in the search. Section V presents the results of the
search, and follow-up of the two most significant candidate
events, GW150914 and LVT151012.
II. SEARCH DESCRIPTION
The binary coalescence search [20–27] reported here
targets gravitational waves from binary neutron stars,
binary black holes, and neutron star–black hole binaries,
using matched filtering [28] with waveforms predicted by
general relativity. Both the PyCBC and GstLAL analyses
correlate the detector data with template waveforms that
model the expected signal. The analyses identify candidate
events that are detected at both observatories consistent*Full author list given at the end of the article.
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with the 10 ms intersite propagation time. Events are
assigned a detection-statistic value that ranks their like-
lihood of being a gravitational-wave signal. This detection
statistic is compared to the estimated detector noise back-
ground to determine the probability that a candidate event is
due to detector noise.
We report on a search using coincident observations
between the two Advanced LIGO detectors [29] in
Hanford, Washington (H1), and in Livingston, Louisiana
(L1), from September 12 to October 20, 2015. During these
38.6 days, the detectors were in coincident operation for a
total of 18.4 days. Unstable instrumental operation and
hardware failures affected 20.7 hours of these coincident
observations. These data are discarded and the remaining
17.5 days are used as input to the analyses [14]. The
analyses reduce this time further by imposing a minimum
length over which the detectors must be operating stably;
this is different between the two analyses (2064 s for
PyCBC and 512 s for GstLAL), as described in Secs. III
and IV. After applying this cut, the PyCBC analysis
searched 16 days of coincident data and the GstLAL
analysis searched 17 days of coincident data. To prevent
bias in the results, the configuration and tuning of the
analyses were determined using data taken prior to
September 12, 2015.
A gravitational-wave signal incident on an interferom-
eter alters its arm lengths by δLx and δLy, such that
their measured difference is ΔLðtÞ ¼ δLx − δLy ¼ hðtÞL,
where hðtÞ is the gravitational-wave metric perturbation
projected onto the detector, and L is the unperturbed arm
length [30]. The strain is calibrated by measuring the
detector’s response to test mass motion induced by photon
pressure from a modulated calibration laser beam [31].
Changes in the detector’s thermal and alignment state cause
small, time-dependent systematic errors in the calibration
[31]. The calibration used for this search does not include
these time-dependent factors. Appendix A demonstrates
that neglecting the time-dependent calibration factors does
not affect the result of this search.
The gravitational waveform hðtÞ depends on the chirp
mass of the binary,M¼ðm1m2Þ3=5=ðm1þm2Þ1=5 [32,33];
the symmetric mass ratio η ¼ ðm1m2Þ=ðm1 þm2Þ2 [34];
and the angular momentum of the compact objects χ1;2 ¼
cS1;2=Gm21;2 [35,36] (the compact object’s dimensionless
spin), where S1;2 is the angular momentum of the compact
objects. The effect of spin on the waveform depends also on
the ratio between the component objects’ masses [37].
Parameters which affect the overall amplitude and phase of
the signal as observed in the detector are maximized over in
the matched-filter search, but can be recovered through full
parameter estimation analysis [18]. The search parameter
space is therefore defined by the limits placed on the
compact objects’ masses and spins. The minimum compo-
nent masses of the search are determined by the lowest
expected neutron star mass, which we assume to be 1M⊙
[38]. There is no known maximum black hole mass [39];
however we limit this search to binaries with a total mass
less than M ¼ m1 þm2 ≤ 100M⊙. The LIGO detectors
are sensitive to higher mass binaries, however; the results of
searches for binaries that lie outside this search space will
be reported in future publications.
The limit on the spins of the compact objects χ1;2 are
informed by radio and x-ray observations of compact-
object binaries. The shortest observed pulsar period in a
double neutron star system is 22 ms [40], corresponding to
a spin of 0.02. Observations of x-ray binaries indicate that
astrophysical black holes may have near extremal spins
[41]. In constructing the search, we assume that compact
objects with masses less than 2M⊙ are neutron stars and
we limit the magnitude of the component object’s spin to
0 ≤ χ ≤ 0.05. For higher masses, the spin magnitude is
limited to 0 ≤ χ ≤ 0.9895, with the upper limit set by our
ability to generate valid template waveforms at high spins
[9]. At current detector sensitivity, limiting spins to
χ1;2 ≤ 0.05 for m1;2 ≤ 2M⊙ does not reduce the search
sensitivity for sources containing neutron stars with spins
up to 0.4, the spin of the fastest-spinning millisecond pulsar
[42]. Figure 1 shows the boundaries of the search parameter
space in the component-mass plane, with the boundaries on
the mass-dependent spin limits indicated.
Since the parameters of signals are not known in adva-
nce, each detector’s output is filtered against a discrete bank
of templates that span the search target space [21,43–46].
The placement of templates depends on the shape of the
power spectrum of the detector noise. Both analyses use a
low-frequency cutoff of 30 Hz for the search. The average
FIG. 1. The four-dimensional search parameter space covered
by the template bank shown projected into the component-mass
plane, using the convention m1 > m2. The lines bound mass
regions with different limits on the dimensionless aligned-spin
parameters χ1 and χ2. Each point indicates the position of a
template in the bank. The circle highlights the template that best
matches GW150914. This does not coincide with the best-fit
parameters due to the discrete nature of the template bank.
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noise power spectral density of the LIGO detectors was
measured over the period of September 12 to September 26,
2015. The harmonic mean of these noise spectra from the
two detectors was used to place a single template bank
that was used for the duration of the search [4,47]. The
templates are placed using a combination of geometric
and stochastic methods [7,11,48,49] such that the loss in
matched-filter SNR caused by its discrete nature is ≲3%.
Approximately 250,000 template waveforms are used to
cover this parameter space, as shown in Fig. 1.
The performance of the template bank is measured by
the fitting factor [50]; this is the fraction of the maximum
signal-to-noise ratio that can be recovered by the template
bank for a signal that lies within the region covered by
the bank. The fitting factor is measured numerically by
simulating a signal and determining the maximum recov-
ered matched-filter SNR over the template bank. Figure 2
shows the resulting distribution of fitting factors obtained
for the template bank over the observation period. The loss
in matched-filter SNR is less than 3% for more than 99% of
the 105 simulated signals.
The template bank assumes that the spins of the two
compact objects are aligned with the orbital angular
momentum. The resulting templates can nonetheless effec-
tively recover systems with misaligned spins in the param-
eter-space region of GW150914. To measure the effect
of neglecting precession in the template waveforms, we
compute the effective fitting factor which weights the
fraction of the matched-filter SNR recovered by the
amplitude of the signal [51]. When a signal with a poor
orientation is projected onto the detector, the amplitude of
the signal may be too small to detect even if there were no
mismatch between the signal and the template; the
weighting in the effective fitting accounts for this.
Figure 3 shows the effective fitting factor for simulated
signals from a population of simulated precessing binary
black holes that are uniform in comoving volume [52,53].
The effective fitting factor is lowest at high mass ratios and
low total mass, where the effects of precession are more
pronounced. In the region close to the parameters of
GW150914 the aligned-spin template bank is sensitive
to a large fraction of precessing signals [53].
In addition to possible gravitational-wave signals, the
detector strain contains a stationary noise background that
primarily arises from photon shot noise at high frequencies
and seismic noise at low frequencies. In the mid-frequency
range, detector commissioning has not yet reached the
point where test mass thermal noise dominates, and the
noise at mid frequencies is poorly understood [14,17,54].
The detector strain data also exhibit nonstationarity and
non-Gaussian noise transients that arise from a variety of
instrumental or environmental mechanisms. The measured
strain sðtÞ is the sum of possible gravitational-wave signals
hðtÞ and the different types of detector noise nðtÞ.
To monitor environmental disturbances and their influ-
ence on the detectors, each observatory site is equipped
with an array of sensors [55]. Auxiliary instrumental
channels also record the interferometer’s operating point
and the state of the detector’s control systems. Many noise
transients have distinct signatures, visible in environmental
or auxiliary data channels that are not sensitive to gravi-
tational waves. When a noise source with known physical
FIG. 2. Cumulative distribution of fitting factors obtained with
the template bank for a population of simulated aligned-spin
binary black hole signals. Less than 1% of the signals have a
matched-filter SNR loss greater than 3%, demonstrating that the
template bank has good coverage of the target search space.
FIG. 3. The effective fitting factor between simulated precess-
ing binary black hole signals and the template bank used for the
search as a function of detector-frame total mass and mass ratio,
averaged over each rectangular tile. The effective fitting factor
gives the volume-averaged reduction in the sensitive distance of
the search at fixed matched-filter SNR due to mismatch between
the template bank and signals. The cross shows the location of
GW150914. The high effective fitting factor near GW150914
demonstrates that the aligned-spin template bank used in this
search can effectively recover systems with misaligned spins and
similar masses to GW150914.
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coupling between these channels and the detector strain
data is active, a data-quality veto is created that is used to
exclude these data from the search [14]. In the GstLAL
analysis, time intervals flagged by data quality vetoes are
removed prior to the filtering. In the PyCBC analysis, these
data quality vetoes are applied after filtering. A total of
2 hours is removed from the analysis by data quality vetoes.
Despite these detector characterization investigations, the
data still contain nonstationary and non-Gaussian noise
which can affect the astrophysical sensitivity of the search.
Both analyses implement methods to identify loud, short-
duration noise transients and remove them from the strain
data before filtering.
The PyCBC and GstLAL analyses calculate the
matched-filter SNR for each template and each detector’s
data [12,56]. In the PyCBC analysis, sources with total
mass less than 4M⊙ are modeled by computing the inspiral
waveform accurate to third-and-a-half post-Newtonian
order [34,57,58]. To model systems with total mass larger
than 4M⊙, we use templates based on the effective-one-
body (EOB) formalism [59], which combines results from
the post-Newtonian approach [34,58] with results from
black hole perturbation theory and numerical relativity
[9,60] to model the complete inspiral, merger and ringdown
waveform. The waveform models used assume that the
spins of the merging objects are aligned with the orbital
angular momentum. The GstLAL analysis uses the
same waveform families, but the boundary between post-
Newtonian and EOB models is set atM ¼ 1.74M⊙. Both
analyses identify maxima of the matched-filter SNR
(triggers) over the signal time of arrival.
To suppress large SNR values caused by non-Gaussian
detector noise, the two analyses calculate additional tests to
quantify the agreement between the data and the template.
The PyCBC analysis calculates a chi-squared statistic to
test whether the data in several different frequency bands
are consistent with the matching template [15]. The value of
the chi-squared statistic is used to compute a reweighted
SNR for each maxima. The GstLAL analysis computes a
goodness-of-fit between the measured and expected SNR
time series for each trigger. The matched-filter SNR and
goodness-of-fit values for each trigger are used as param-
eters in the GstLAL ranking statistic.
Both analyses enforce coincidence between detectors by
selecting trigger pairs that occur within a 15 ms window
and come from the same template. The 15 ms window is
determined by the 10 ms intersite propagation time plus
5 ms for uncertainty in arrival time of weak signals. The
PyCBC analysis discards any triggers that occur during the
time of data-quality vetoes prior to computing coincidence.
The remaining coincident events are ranked based on the
quadrature sum of the reweighted SNR from both detectors
[4]. The GstLAL analysis ranks coincident events using
a likelihood ratio that quantifies the probability that a
particular set of coincident trigger parameters is due to a
signal versus the probability of obtaining the same set of
parameters from noise [6].
The significance of a candidate event is determined by
the search background. This is the rate at which detector
noise produces events with a detection-statistic value equal
to or higher than the candidate event (the false alarm rate).
Estimating this background is challenging for two reasons:
the detector noise is nonstationary and non-Gaussian, so its
properties must be empirically determined; and it is not
possible to shield the detector from gravitational waves to
directly measure a signal-free background. The specific
procedure used to estimate the background is different for
the two analyses.
To measure the significance of candidate events, the
PyCBC analysis artificially shifts the timestamps of one
detector’s triggers by an offset that is large compared to the
intersite propagation time, and a new set of coincident
events is produced based on this time-shifted data set. For
instrumental noise that is uncorrelated between detectors
this is an effective way to estimate the background. To
account for the search background noise varying across the
target signal space, candidate and background events are
divided into three search classes based on template length.
To account for having searched multiple classes, the
measured significance is decreased by a trials factor equal
to the number of classes [61].
The GstLAL analysis measures the noise background
using the distribution of triggers that are not coincident in
time. To account for the search background noise varying
across the target signal space, the analysis divides the
template bank into 248 bins. Signals are assumed to be
equally likely across all bins and it is assumed that noise
triggers are equally likely to produce a given SNR and
goodness-of-fit value in any of the templates within a single
bin. The estimated probability density function for the
likelihood statistic is marginalized over the template bins
and used to compute the probability of obtaining a noise
event with a likelihood value larger than that of a
candidate event.
The results of the independent analyses are two separate
lists of candidate events, with each candidate event
assigned a false alarm probability and false alarm rate.
These quantities are used to determine if a gravitational-
wave signal is present in the search. Simulated signals are
added to the input strain data to validate the analyses, as
described in Appendix B.
III. PYCBC ANALYSIS
The PyCBC analysis [3–5] uses fundamentally the same
methods [12,15,62–72] as those used to search for gravi-
tational waves from compact binaries in the Initial LIGO
and Virgo detector era [73–84], with the improvements
described in Refs. [3,4]. In this section, we describe the
configuration and tuning of the PyCBC analysis used in
this search. To prevent bias in the search result, the
B. P. ABBOTT et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 93, 122003 (2016)
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configuration of the analysis was determined using data
taken prior to the observation period searched. When
GW150914 was discovered by the low-latency transient
searches [1], all tuning of the PyCBC analysis was frozen
to ensure that the reported false alarm probabilities are
unbiased. No information from the low-latency transient
search is used in this analysis.
Of the 17.5 days of data that are used as input to the
analysis, the PyCBC analysis discards times for which
either of the LIGO detectors was in its observation state
for less than 2064s; shorter intervals are considered to
be unstable detector operation by this analysis and are
removed from the observation time. After discarding time
removed by data-quality vetoes and periods when detector
operation is considered unstable the observation time
remaining is 16 days.
For each template hðtÞ and for the strain data from a
single detector sðtÞ, the analysis calculates the square of the
matched-filter SNR defined by [12]
ρ2ðtÞ≡ 1hhjhi jhsjhiðtÞj
2; ð1Þ
where the correlation is defined by
hsjhiðtÞ ¼ 4
Z
∞
0
~sðfÞ ~hðfÞ
SnðfÞ
e2πiftdf; ð2Þ
where ~sðfÞ is the Fourier transform of the time-domain
quantity sðtÞ given by
~sðfÞ ¼
Z
∞
−∞
sðtÞe−2πiftdt: ð3Þ
The quantity SnðjfjÞ is the one-sided average power
spectral density of the detector noise, which is recalculated
every 2048s (in contrast to the fixed spectrum used in
template bank construction). Calculation of the matched-
filter SNR in the frequency domain allows the use of the
computationally efficient fast Fourier transform [85,86].
The square of the matched-filter SNR in Eq. (1) is
normalized by
hhjhi ¼ 4
Z
∞
0
~hðfÞ ~hðfÞ
SnðfÞ
df; ð4Þ
so that its mean value is 2, if sðtÞ contains only stationary
noise [87].
Non-Gaussian noise transients in the detector can pro-
duce extended periods of elevated matched-filter SNR
that increase the search background [4]. To mitigate this,
a time-frequency excess power (burst) search [88] is used
to identify high-amplitude, short-duration transients that
are not flagged by data-quality vetoes. If the burst search
generates a trigger with a burst SNR exceeding 300, the
PyCBC analysis vetoes these data by zeroing out 0.5s of
sðtÞ centered on the time of the trigger. The data are
smoothly rolled off using a Tukey window during the 0.25 s
before and after the vetoed data. The threshold of 300 is
chosen to be significantly higher than the burst SNR
obtained from plausible binary signals. For comparison,
the burst SNR of GW150914 in the excess power search is
∼10. A total of 450 burst-transient vetoes is produced in the
two detectors, resulting in 225 s of data removed from
the search. A time-frequency spectrogram of the data at the
time of each burst-transient veto was inspected to ensure
that none of these windows contained the signature of an
extremely loud binary coalescence.
The analysis places a threshold of 5.5 on the single-
detector matched-filter SNR and identifies maxima of ρðtÞ
with respect to the time of arrival of the signal. For each
maximum we calculate a chi-squared statistic to determine
whether the data in several different frequency bands are
consistent with the matching template [15]. Given a
specific number of frequency bands p, the value of the
reduced chi-squared is given by
χ2r ¼
p
2p − 2
1
hhjhi
Xp
i¼1
hsjhii − hsjhip

2
; ð5Þ
where hi is the subtemplate corresponding to the ith
frequency band. Values of χ2r near unity indicate that the
signal is consistent with a coalescence. To suppress triggers
from noise transients with large matched-filter SNR, ρðtÞ is
reweighted by [64,82]
ρˆ ¼

ρ=½ð1þ ðχ2rÞ3Þ=216; if χ2r > 1;
ρ; if χ2r ≤ 1.
ð6Þ
Triggers that have a reweighted SNR ρˆ < 5 or that occur
during times subject to data-quality vetoes are discarded.
The template waveforms span a wide region of time-
frequency parameter space and the susceptibility of the
analysis to a particular type of noise transient can vary
across the search space. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4
which shows the cumulative number of noise triggers as a
function of reweighted SNR for Advanced LIGO engineer-
ing run data taken between September 2 and September 9,
2015. The response of the template bank to noise transients
is well characterized by the gravitational-wave frequency
at the template’s peak amplitude, fpeak. Waveforms with a
lower peak frequency have fewer cycles in the detector’s
most sensitive frequency band from 30–2000 Hz [17,54],
and so are less easily distinguished from noise transients by
the reweighted SNR.
The number of bins in the chi-squared test is a tunable
parameter in the analysis [4]. Previous searches used a fixed
number of bins [89] with the most recent Initial LIGO and
Virgo searches using p ¼ 16 bins for all templates [82,83].
Investigations on data from LIGO’s sixth science run
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[83,90] showed that better noise rejection is achieved with a
template-dependent number of bins. The left two panels of
Fig. 4 show the cumulative number of noise triggers with
p ¼ 16 bins used in the chi-squared test. Empirically, we
find that choosing the number of bins according to
p ¼ ⌊0.4ðfpeak=HzÞ2=3⌋ ð7Þ
gives better suppression of noise transients in Advanced
LIGO data, as shown in the right panels of Fig. 4.
The PyCBC analysis enforces signal coincidence
between detectors by selecting trigger pairs that occur
within a 15 ms window and come from the same template.
We rank coincident events based on the quadrature sum ρˆc
of the ρˆ from both detectors [4]. The final step of the
analysis is to cluster the coincident events, by selecting
those with the largest value of ρˆc in each time window of
10 s. Any other events in the same time window are
discarded. This ensures that a loud signal or transient noise
artifact gives rise to at most one candidate event [4].
The significance of a candidate event is determined by
the rate at which detector noise produces events with a
detection-statistic value equal to or higher than that of the
candidate event. To measure this, the analysis creates a
“background data set” by artificially shifting the time-
stamps of one detector’s triggers by many multiples of 0.1 s
and computing a new set of coincident events. Since the
time offset used is always larger than the time-coincidence
window, coincident signals do not contribute to this back-
ground. Under the assumption that noise is not correlated
between the detectors [14], this method provides an
unbiased estimate of the noise background of the analysis.
To account for the noise background varying across the
target signal space, candidate and background events are
divided into different search classes based on template
length. Based on empirical tuning using Advanced LIGO
engineering run data taken between September 2 and
September 9, 2015, we divide the template space into three
classes according to (i)M < 1.74M⊙, (ii)M ≥ 1.74M⊙
and fpeak ≥ 220 Hz, and (iii) M ≥ 1.74M⊙ and fpeak <
220 Hz. The significance of candidate events is measured
against the background from the same class. For each candi-
date event, we compute the false alarm probabilityF. This is
the probability of finding one or more noise background
events in the observation timewith a detection-statistic value
above that of the candidate event, given by [4,91]
F ðρˆcÞ≡ Pð≥ 1 noise event above ρˆcjT; TbÞ
¼ 1 − exp

−T
1þ nbðρˆcÞ
Tb

; ð8Þ
where T is the observation time of the search, Tb is the
background time, and nbðρˆcÞ is the number of noise back-
ground triggers above the candidate event’s reweighted
SNR ρˆc.
Equation (8) is derived assuming Poisson statistics for
the counts of time-shifted background events, and for the
count of coincident noise events in the search [4,91]. This
assumption requires that different time-shifted analyses
(i.e. with different relative shifts between detectors) give
independent realizations of a counting experiment for
noise background events. We expect different time shifts
to yield independent event counts since the 0.1 s offset
time is greater than the 10 ms gravitational-wave travel
time between the sites plus the ∼1 ms autocorrelation
length of the templates. To test the independence of event
counts over different time shifts over this observation
FIG. 4. Distributions of noise triggers over reweighted SNR ρˆ,
for Advanced LIGO engineering run data taken between
September 2 and September 9, 2015. Each line shows triggers
from templates within a given range of gravitational-wave
frequency at maximum strain amplitude, fpeak. Left: Triggers
obtained from H1, L1 data respectively, using a fixed number of
p ¼ 16 frequency bands for the chi-squared test. Right: Triggers
obtained with the number of frequency bands determined by the
function p ¼ ⌊0.4ðfpeak=HzÞ2=3⌋. Note that while noise distri-
butions are suppressed over the whole template bank with the
optimized choice of p, the suppression is strongest for templates
with lower fpeak values. Templates that have a fpeak < 220 Hz
produce a large tail of noise triggers with high reweighted SNR
even with the improved chi-squared test tuning; thus we separate
these templates from the rest of the bank when calculating the
noise background.
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period, we compute the differences in the number of
background events having ρˆc > 9 between consecutive
time shifts. Figure 5 shows that the measured differences
on these data follow the expected distribution for the
difference between two independent Poisson random
variables [92], confirming the independence of time-
shifted event counts.
If a candidate event’s detection-statistic value is larger
than that of any noise background event, as is the case
for GW150914, then the PyCBC analysis places an upper
bound on the candidate’s false alarm probability. After
discarding time removed by data-quality vetoes and
periods when the detector is in stable operation for less
than 2064 seconds, the total observation time remaining is
T ¼ 16 days. Repeating the time-shift procedure ∼107
times on these data produces a noise background analysis
time equivalent to Tb ¼ 608000 years. Thus, the smallest
false alarm probability that can be estimated in this analysis
is approximately F ¼ 7 × 10−8. Since we treat the search
parameter space as three independent classes, each of
which may generate a false positive result, this value
should be multiplied by a trials factor or look-elsewhere
effect [61] of 3, resulting in a minimum measurable false
alarm probability of F ¼ 2 × 10−7. The results of the
PyCBC analysis are described in Sec. V.
IV. GSTLAL ANALYSIS
The GstLAL [93] analysis implements a time-domain
matched-filter search [6] using techniques that were devel-
oped to perform the near real-time compact-object binary
searches [7,8]. To accomplish this, the data sðtÞ and
templates hðtÞ are each whitened in the frequency domain
by dividing them by an estimate of the power spectral
density of the detector noise. An estimate of the stationary
noise amplitude spectrum is obtained with a combined
median–geometric-mean modification of Welch’s method
[8]. This procedure is applied piecewise on overlapping
Hann-windowed time-domain blocks that are subsequently
summed together to yield a continuous whitened time
series swðtÞ. The time-domain whitened template hwðtÞ is
then convolved with the whitened data swðtÞ to obtain the
matched-filter SNR time series ρðtÞ for each template.
By the convolution theorem, ρðtÞ obtained in this manner is
the same as the ρðtÞ obtained by the frequency domain
filtering in Eq. (1).
Of the 17.5 days of data that are used as input to the
analysis, the GstLAL analysis discards times for which
either of the LIGO detectors is in its observation state for
less than 512 s in duration. Shorter intervals are considered
to be unstable detector operation by this analysis and are
removed from the observation time. After discarding time
removed by data-quality vetoes and periods when the
detector operation is considered unstable the observation
time remaining is 17 days. To remove loud, short-duration
noise transients, any excursions in the whitened data that
are greater than 50σ are removed with 0.25 s padding. The
intervals of swðtÞ vetoed in this way are replaced with zeros.
The cleaned whitened data are the input to the matched-
filtering stage.
Adjacent waveforms in the template bank are highly
correlated. The GstLAL analysis takes advantage of this to
reduce the computational cost of the time-domain corre-
lation. The templates are grouped by chirp mass and spin
into 248 bins of ∼1000 templates each. Within each bin, a
reduced set of orthonormal basis functions hˆðtÞ is obtained
via a singular value decomposition of the whitened tem-
plates. We find that the ratio of the number of orthonormal
basis functions to the number of input waveforms is
∼0.01–0.10, indicating a significant redundancy in each
bin. The set of hˆðtÞ in each bin is convolved with the
whitened data; linear combinations of the resulting time
series are then used to reconstruct the matched-filter SNR
time series for each template. This decomposition allows
for computationally efficient time-domain filtering and
reproduces the frequency-domain matched filter ρðtÞ to
within 0.1% [6,56,94].
Peaks in the matched-filter SNR for each detector and
each template are identified over 1 s windows. If the peak is
above a matched-filter SNR of 4, it is recorded as a trigger.
For each trigger, the matched-filter SNR time series around
the trigger is checked for consistency with a signal by
comparing the template’s autocorrelation function RðtÞ to
the matched-filter SNR time series ρðtÞ. The residual found
after subtracting the autocorrelation function forms a
goodness-of-fit test,
FIG. 5. The distribution of the differences in the number of
events between consecutive time shifts, where Ci denotes the
number of events in the ith time shift. The green line shows the
predicted distribution for independent Poisson processes with
means equal to the average event rate per time shift. The blue
histogram shows the distribution obtained from time-shifted
analyses. The variance of the time-shifted background distribu-
tion is 1.996, consistent with the predicted variance of 2. The
distribution of background event counts in adjacent time shifts is
well modeled by independent Poisson processes.
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ξ2 ¼ 1
μ
Z
tpþδt
tp−δt
dtjρðtpÞRðtÞ − ρðtÞj2; ð9Þ
where tp is the time at the peak matched-filter SNR ρðtpÞ,
and δt is a tunable parameter. A suitable value for δt was
found to be 85.45 ms (175 samples at a 2048 Hz sampling
rate). The quantity μ normalizes ξ2 such that a well-fit
signal has a mean value of 1 in Gaussian noise [8]. The ξ2
value is recorded with the trigger.
Each trigger is checked for time coincidence with
triggers from the same template in the other detector. If
two triggers occur from the same template within 15 ms in
both detectors, a coincident event is recorded. Coincident
events are ranked according to a multidimensional like-
lihood ratio L [16,95] and then clustered in a 4 s time
window. The likelihood ratio ranks candidate events by the
ratio of the probability of observing matched-filter SNR
and ξ2 from signals (h) versus obtaining the same param-
eters from noise (n). Since the orthonormal filter decom-
position already groups templates into regions with high
overlap, we expect templates in each group to respond
similarly to noise. We use the template group θi as an
additional parameter in the likelihood ratio to account for
how different regions of the compact binary parameter
space are affected differently by noise processes. The
likelihood ratio is thus
L ¼ pðxH;xL; DH; DLjθi; hÞ
pðxHjθi; nÞpðxLjθi; nÞ
; ð10Þ
where xd ¼ fρd; ξ2dg are the matched-filter SNR and ξ2 in
each detector, and D is a parameter that measures the
distance sensitivity of the given detector during the time of
a trigger.
The numerator of the likelihood ratio is generated using
an astrophysical model of signals distributed isotropically
in the nearby Universe to calculate the joint SNR distri-
bution in the two detectors [16]. The ξ2 distribution for the
signal hypothesis assumes that the signal agrees to within
∼90% of the template waveform and that the nearby noise
is Gaussian. We assume that all θi are equally likely for
signals.
The noise is assumed to be uncorrelated between
detectors. The denominator of the likelihood ratio therefore
factors into the product of the distribution of noise triggers
in each detector, pðxdjθi; nÞ. We estimate these using a
two-dimensional kernel density estimation [96] constructed
from all of the single-detector triggers not found in
coincidence in a single bin.
The likelihood ratio L provides a ranking of events such
that larger values of L are associated with a higher
probability of the data containing a signal. The likelihood
ratio itself is not the probability that an event is a signal, nor
does it give the probability that an event was caused by
noise. Computing the probability that an event is a signal
requires additional prior assumptions. Instead, for each
candidate event, we compute the false alarm probability F.
This is the probability of finding one or more noise
background events with a likelihood-ratio value greater
than or equal to that of the candidate event. Assuming
Poisson statistics for the background, this is given by
F ðLÞ≡ PðLjT; nÞ ¼ 1 − exp½−λðLjT; nÞ: ð11Þ
Instead of using time shifts, the GstLAL analysis estimates
the Poisson rate of background events λðLjT; nÞ as
λðLjT; nÞ ¼ MðTÞPðLjnÞ; ð12Þ
where MðTÞ is the number of coincident events found
above threshold in the analysis time T, and PðLjnÞ is the
probability of obtaining one or more events from noise
with a likelihood ratio ≥ L (the survival function). We find
this by estimating the survival function in each template
bin and then marginalize over the bins; i.e., PðLjnÞ ¼P
iPðLjθi; nÞPðθijnÞ. In a single bin, the survival
function is
PðLjθi; nÞ ¼ 1 −
Z
SðLÞ
p0ðxHjθi; nÞp0ðxLjθi; nÞdxHdxL:
ð13Þ
Here, p0ðxdjθi; nÞ are estimates of the distribution of
triggers in each detector including all of the single-detector
triggers, whereas the estimate of pðxdjθi; nÞ includes only
those triggers which were not coincident. This is consistent
with the assumption that the false alarm probability is
computed assuming all events are noise.
The integration region SðLÞ is the volume of the four-
dimensional space of xd for which the likelihood ratios
are less than L. We find this by Monte Carlo integration of
our estimates of the single-detector noise distributions
p0ðxdjθi; nÞ. This is approximately equal to the number of
coincidences that can be formed from the single-detector
triggers with likelihood ratios ≥ L divided by the total
number of possible coincidences. We therefore reach a
minimum possible estimate of the survival function, without
extrapolation, at the L for which p0ðxHjθi; nÞp0ðxLjθi; nÞ∼
1=NHðθiÞNLðθiÞ, where NdðθiÞ are the total number of
triggers in each detector in the ith bin.
GW150914 was more significant than any other combi-
nation of triggers. For that reason, we are interested in
knowing the minimum false alarm probability that can be
computed by the GstLAL analysis. All of the triggers in a
template bin, regardless of the template from which they
came, are used to construct the single-detector probability
density distributions p0 within that bin. The false alarm
probability estimated by the GstLAL analysis is the
probability that noise triggers occur within a 15 ms time
window and occur in the same template. Under the
assumption that triggers are uniformly distributed over
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the bins, the minimum possible false alarm probability that
can be computed is MNbins=ðNHNLÞ, where Nbins is the
number of bins used, NH is the total number of triggers in
H, and NL is the total number of triggers in L. For the
present analysis, M ∼ 1 × 109, NH ∼ NL ∼ 1 × 1011, and
Nbins is 248, yielding a minimum value of the false alarm
probability of ∼10−11.
We cannot rule out the possibility that noise produced by
the detectors violates the assumption that it is uniformly
distributed among the templates within a bin. If we consider
a more conservative noise hypothesis that does not assume
that triggers are uniformly distributed within a bin and
instead considers each template as a separate θi bin, we can
evaluate the minimum upper bound on the false alarm
probability of GW150914. This assumption would produce
a larger minimum false alarm probability value by approx-
imately the ratio of the number of templates to the present
number of bins. Under this noise hypothesis, the minimum
value of the false alarm probability would be ∼10−8, which
is consistent with the minimum false alarm probability
bound of the PyCBC analysis.
Figure 6 shows pðxHjnÞ and pðxLjnÞ in the warm
colormap. The cool colormap includes triggers that are
also found in coincidence, i.e., p0ðxHjnÞ and p0ðxLjnÞ,
which is the probability density function used to estimate
PðLjnÞ. It has been masked to only show regions which are
not consistent with pðxHjnÞ and pðxLjnÞ. In both cases θi
has been marginalized over in order to show all the data on
a single figure. The positions of the two loudest events,
described in the next section, are shown. Figure 6 shows
that GW150914 falls in a region without any noncoincident
triggers from any bin.
V. SEARCH RESULTS
GW150914 was observed on September 14, 2015, at
09∶50:45UTCas themost significant event by both analyses.
The individual detector triggers from GW150914 occurred
within the 10 ms intersite propagation time with a combined
matched-filter SNR of 24. Both pipelines report the same
matched-filter SNR for the individual detector triggers in the
Hanford detector (ρH1 ¼ 20) and the Livingston detector
(ρL1 ¼ 13). GW150914 was found with the same template
in both analyses with component masses 47.9M⊙ and
36.6M⊙. The effective spin of the best-matching template
is χeff ¼ðc=GÞðS1=m1þS2=m2Þ · ðLˆ=MÞ¼ 0.2, where S1;2
are the spins of the compact objects and Lˆ is the direction of
the binary’s orbital angular momentum. Due to the discrete
nature of the template bank, follow-up parameter estimation
is required to accurately determine the best-fit masses and
spins of the binary’s components [18,97].
The frequency at peak amplitude of the best-matching
template is fpeak ¼ 144 Hz, placing it in noise-background
class (iii) of the PyCBC analysis. Figure 7 (left) shows the
result of the PyCBC analysis for this search class. In the
time-shift analysis used to create the noise background
estimate for the PyCBC analysis, a signal may contribute
events to the background through random coincidences of
the signal in one detector with noise in the other detector
[91]. This can be seen in the background histogram shown
by the black line. The tail is due to coincidence between the
single-detector triggers from GW150914 and noise in the
other detector. If a loud signal is in fact present, these
random time-shifted coincidences contribute to an over-
estimate of the noise background and a more conservative
FIG. 6. Two projections of parameters in the multidimensional likelihood ratio ranking for GstLAL (left: H1, right: L1). The relative
positions of GW150914 (red cross) and LVT151012 (blue plus) are indicated in the ξ2=ρ2 vs matched-filter SNR plane. The yellow-
black colormap shows the natural logarithm of the probability density function calculated using only coincident triggers that are not
coincident between the detectors. This is the background model used in the likelihood ratio calculation. The red-blue colormap shows
the natural logarithm of the probability density function calculated from both coincident events and triggers that are not coincident
between the detectors. The distribution showing both candidate events and noncoincident triggers has been masked to only show regions
which are not consistent with the background model. Rather than showing the θi bins in which GW150914 and LVT151012 were found,
θi has been marginalized over to demonstrate that no background triggers from any bin had the parameters of GW150914.
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assessment of the significance of an event. Figure 7 (left)
shows that GW150914 has a reweighted SNR ρˆc ¼ 23.6,
greater than all background events in its class. This value is
also greater than all background in the other two classes.
As a result, we can only place an upper bound on the
false alarm rate, as described in Sec. III. This bound is
equal to the number of classes divided by the background
time Tb. With three classes and Tb ¼ 608000 years, we
find the false alarm rate of GW150914 to be less than
5 × 10−6 yr−1. With an observing time of 384 hr, the false
alarm probability is F < 2 × 10−7. Converting this false
alarm probability to single-sided Gaussian standard devia-
tions according to −
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
erf−1½1 − 2ð1 − F Þ, where erf−1 is
the inverse error function, the PyCBC analysis measures
the significance of GW150914 as greater than 5.1 σ.
The GstLAL analysis reported a detection-statistic value
for GW150914 of lnL ¼ 78, as shown in the right panel of
Fig. 7. The GstLAL analysis estimates the false alarm
probability assuming that noise triggers are equally likely
to occur in any of the templates within a background bin.
However, as stated in Sec. IV, if the distribution of noise
triggers is not uniform across templates, particularly in
the part of the bank where GW150914 is observed, the
minimum false alarm probability would be higher. For this
reason we quote the more conservative PyCBC bound on
the false alarm probability of GW150914 here and in
Ref. [1]. However, proceeding under the assumption that
the noise triggers are equally likely to occur in any of the
templates within a background bin, the GstLAL analysis
estimates the false alarm probability of GW150914 to be
1.4 × 10−11. The significance of GW150914 measured by
GstLAL is consistent with the bound placed by the PyCBC
analysis and provides additional confidence in the discov-
ery of the signal.
The difference in time of arrival between the Livingston
and Hanford detectors from the individual triggers in
the PyCBC analysis is 7.1 ms, consistent with the time
delay of 6.9þ0.5−0.4 ms recovered by parameter estimation
[18]. Figure 8 (left) shows the matched-filter SNR ρ, the χ2r-
statistic, and the reweighted SNR ρˆ for the best-matching
template over a period of 5 ms around the time of
GW150914 (we take the PyCBC trigger time in L1 as a
reference). The matched-filter SNR peaks in both detectors
at the time of the event and the value of the reduced chi-
squared statistic is χ2H1 ¼ 1 and χ2L1 ¼ 0.7 at the time of the
event, indicating an excellent match between the template
and the data. The reweighted SNRs of the individual
detector triggers of ρˆH1 ¼ 19.5 and ρˆL1 ¼ 13.3 are larger
than that of any other single-detector triggers in the
analysis; therefore the significance measurement of 5.1σ
set using the 0.1 s time shifts is a conservative bound on the
false alarm probability of GW150914.
FIG. 7. Left: Search results from the PyCBC analysis. The histogram shows the number of candidate events (orange) and the number
of background events due to noise in the search class where GW150914 was found (black) as a function of the search detection statistic
and with a bin width of Δρˆc ¼ 0.2. The significance of GW150914 is greater than 5.1 σ. The scales immediately above the histogram
give the significance of an event measured against the noise backgrounds in units of Gaussian standard deviations as a function of the
detection statistic. The black background histogram shows the result of the time-shift method to estimate the noise background in the
observation period. The tail in the black-line background of the binary coalescence search is due to random coincidences of GW150914
in one detector with noise in the other detector. The significance of GW150914 is measured against the upper gray scale. The purple
background histogram is the background excluding coincidences involving GW150914 and it is the background to be used to assess the
significance of the second loudest event; the significance of this event is measured against the upper purple scale. Right: Search results
from the GstLAL analysis. The histogram shows the observed candidate events (orange) as a function of the detection statistic lnL. The
black line indicates the expected background from noise where candidate events have been included in the noise background probability
density function. The purple line indicates the expected background from noise where candidate events have not been included in the
noise background probability density function. The independently implemented search methods and different background estimation
method confirm the discovery of GW150914.
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Figure 8 (right) shows 5 ms of the GstLAL matched-
filter SNR time series from each detector around the event
time together with the predicted SNR time series computed
from the autocorrelation function of the best-fit template.
The difference between the autocorrelation and the
observed matched-filter SNR is used to perform the
GstLAL waveform-consistency test. The autocorrelation
matches the observed matched-filter SNR extremely well,
with consistency test values of ξH1 ¼ 1 and ξL1 ¼ 0.7.
No other triggers with comparable matched-filter SNR had
such low values of the signal-consistency test during the
entire observation period.
Both analyses have shown that the probability that
GW150914 was formed by random coincidence of detector
noise is extremely small. We therefore conclude that
GW150914 is a gravitational-wave signal. To measure
the signal parameters, we use parameter estimation meth-
ods that assume the presence of a coherent coalescing
binary signal in the data from both detectors [18,97]. Two
waveform models were used which included inspiral,
merger and ring-down portions of the signal: one which
includes spin components aligned with orbital angular
momentum [60,98] and one which includes the dominant
modulation of the signal due to orbital precession caused
by misaligned spins [99,100]. The parameter estimates are
described by a continuous probability density function over
the source parameters. We conclude that GW150914 is a
nearly equal mass black hole binary system of source-frame
masses 36þ5−4 M⊙ and 29þ4−4 M⊙ (median and 90% credible
range). The spin magnitude of the primary black hole is
constrained to be less than 0.7 with 90% probability. The
most stringent constraint on the spins of the two black holes
is on the effective spin parameter χeff ¼ −0.07þ0.16−0.17. The
parameters of the best-fit template are consistent with these
values, given the discrete nature of the template bank. We
estimate GW150914 to be at a luminosity distance of
410þ160−180 Mpc, which corresponds to a redshift 0.09
þ0.03
−0.04 .
Full details of the source parameters for GW150914 are
given in Ref. [18] and summarized in Table I.
FIG. 8. Left: PyCBC matched-filter SNR (blue), reweighted SNR (purple) and χ2r (green) versus time of the best-matching template at
the time of GW150914. The top plot shows the Hanford detector and the bottom, Livingston. Right: Observed matched-filter SNR (blue)
and expected matched-filter SNR (purple) versus time for the best-matching template at the time of GW150914, as reported by the
GstLAL analysis. The expected matched-filter SNR is based on the autocorrelation of the best-matching template. The dashed black
lines indicate the 1σ deviations expected in Gaussian noise.
TABLE I. Parameters of the two most significant events. The false alarm rate (FAR) and false alarm probability (F ) given here were
determined by the PyCBC pipeline; the GstLAL results are consistent with this. The source-frame chirp massM, component masses
m1;2, effective spin χeff , and luminosity distanceDL are determined using a parameter estimation method that assumes the presence of a
coherent compact binary coalescence signal starting at 20 Hz in the data [97]. The results are computed by averaging the posteriors for
two model waveforms. Quoted uncertainties are 90% credible intervals that include statistical errors and systematic errors from
averaging the results of different waveform models. Further parameter estimates of GW150914 are presented in Ref. [18].
Event Time (UTC) FAR (yr−1) F M ðM⊙Þ m1 ðM⊙Þ m2 ðM⊙Þ χeff DL (Mpc)
GW150914 September 14, 2015, 09∶50:45 <5×10−6 <2×10−7 ð> 5.1σÞ 28þ2−2 36þ5−4 29þ4−4 −0.07þ0.16−0.17 410þ160−180
LVT151012 October 12, 2015, 09∶54:43 0.44 0.02 ð2.1σÞ 15þ1−1 23þ18−6 13þ4−5 0.0þ0.3−0.2 1100þ500−500
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When an event is confidently identified as a real
gravitational wave signal, as for GW150914, the back-
ground used to determine the significance of other events
is reestimated without the contribution of this event. This
is the background distribution shown as purple lines in
Fig. 7. Both analyses reported a candidate event on
October 12, 2015, at 09∶54:43 UTC as the second-loudest
event in the observation period, which we refer to as
LVT151012. This candidate event has a combined
matched-filter SNR of 9.6. The PyCBC analysis reported
a false alarm rate of 1 per 2.3 years and a corresponding
false alarm probability of 0.02 for this event. The GstLAL
analysis reported a false alarm rate of 1 per 1.1 years
and a false alarm probability of 0.05. These results are
consistent with expectations for candidate events with
low matched-filter SNR, since PyCBC and GstLAL use
different ranking statistics and background estimation
methods. Detector characterization studies have not iden-
tified an instrumental or environmental artifact as causing
this candidate event [14]; however its false alarm prob-
ability is not sufficiently low to confidently claim the
event as a signal. It is significant enough to warrant
follow-up, however. The results of signal parameter
estimation, shown in Table I, indicate that if LVT151012
is of astrophysical origin, then the source would be a
stellar-mass binary black hole system with source-
frame component masses 23þ18−6 M⊙ and 13þ4−5 M⊙. The
effective spin would be χeff ¼ 0.0þ0.3−0.2 and the distance
1100þ500−500 Mpc.
VI. CONCLUSION
The LIGO detectors have observed gravitational waves
from the merger of two stellar-mass black holes. The binary
coalescence search detects GW150914 with a significance
greater than 5.1σ during the observations reported. This
result is confirmed by two independent matched-filter
analyses, providing confidence in the discovery. Detailed
parameter estimation for GW150914 is reported in
Ref. [18], the implications for the rate of binary black hole
coalescences in Ref. [101], and tests for consistency of the
signal with general relativity in Ref. [102]. Reference [103]
discusses the astrophysical implications of this discovery.
Full results of the compact binary search in Advanced
LIGO’s first observing run will be reported in a future
publication.
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APPENDIX A: DETECTOR CALIBRATION
The LIGO detectors do not directly record the strain
signal; rather they sense power fluctuations in the light at
the interferometer’s readout port [29]. This error signal is
used to generate a feedback signal to the detector’s
differential arm length to maintain destructive interference
of the light moving towards the readout port [17]. The
presence of this feedback signal suppresses the length
change from external sources; a combination of the error
and control signals is used to estimate the detector strain.
The strain is calibrated by measuring the detector’s
response to test mass motion induced by photon pressure
from a modulated calibration laser beam. Changes in the
detector’s thermal and alignment state cause small, time-
dependent systematic errors in the calibration. For more
details see Ref. [31].
Errors in the calibrated strain data lead to mismatches
between waveform templates and the gravitational-wave
signal. This mismatch has been shown to decrease the
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expected SNRhρi, but only has a weak, quadratic depend-
ence on calibration errors [104,105]. However, the quantity
used for detection is the reweighted SNR ρˆðρ; χ2rÞ for each
detector. In this appendix, we analyze the impact of
calibration errors on ρˆ for signals similar to GW150914,
and we find that the expected reweighted SNRhρˆi also
shows only a weak dependence on calibration errors.
In the frequency domain, the process of calibration
reconstructs the gravitational-wave strain hðfÞ ¼ ΔLðfÞ=L
from the differential arm length error signal derrðfÞ, which
is the filtered output of the photodiode. The function that
relates the two quantities is the response function RðfÞ:
ΔLðfÞ ¼ RðfÞderrðfÞ: ðA1Þ
This response function is constructed from the sensing
transfer function CðfÞ that describes the frequency
response of the detector to changes in the arm lengths as
well as the actuation transfer function AðfÞ that describes
the motion of the test mass when driven by the control
signal to maintain destructive interference in the interfer-
ometer [31].
The initial sensing and actuation transfer functions,
measured before the start of the observing run, are defined
by C0ðfÞ and A0ðfÞ respectively. However, over the course
of an observing run, the frequency dependence of these
transfer functions slowly drifts. The drift in the sensing
function is parametrized by the real correction factor κC and
the cavity pole frequency fC, while the drift in the actuation
function is parametrized by the complex correction factor
for the actuation of the test mass κT as well as by the
complex correction factor for the penultimate and upper-
intermediate masses of the test-mass suspension system
κPU [31]. This results in six real-time-dependent parame-
ters, fℜκT;ℑκT;ℜκPU;ℑκPU; κC; fCg, with nominal values
κC ¼ 1, κT ¼ 1, and κPU ¼ 1 for the correction factors,
as well as the cavity pole frequencies fC ¼ 341 Hz for H1
and fC ¼ 388 Hz for L1. The drift in these parameters is
monitored by actuating the test masses at specific frequen-
cies called calibration lines using the photon calibrator and
electrostatic drive, and these parameters are found to
deviate from their nominal values by no more than
10% [31].
The analysis for the discovery of GW150914 uses
calibrated strain data that do not correct for these time
varying parameters. We can evaluate the impact on ρˆ of
not including these parameters by adding simulating
signals to the strain data before filtering and adjusting
these data with artificial values of these parameters.
We performed software injections at 16 different times
on September 14 and 15 using the best-match template
for GW150914 given by the template waveform with
parameters m1 ¼ 47.9M⊙, m2 ¼ 36.6M⊙, χ1 ¼ 0.962,
and χ2 ¼ −0.900. We then vary each of the six
time-dependent parameters and calculate ρˆ with PyCBC
for the recalibrated strain.
As an example, Fig. 9 shows the loss in ρˆ for H1 as the
parameter ℑκT is artificially adjusted from its nominal
value of zero. Here, ρˆ is rescaled with respect to its value
ρˆnominal at ℑκT ¼ 0 and then averaged over the 16 software
injections to estimate hρˆ=ρˆnominali, the expected fractional
loss in ρˆ. For extreme values of ℑκT , the loss in ρˆ can be as
much as ∼20%. However, as shown by the histogram, the
measured value of ℑκT rarely deviates by more than 0.1
from its nominal value, leading to a loss in ρˆ of no more
than 2%. The other five calibration parameters have a
slightly smaller impact on ρˆ. Similar results hold for L1,
except for variations in ℑκT , which can lead to a loss in ρˆ of
no more than 5%.
In addition to the dependence of hρˆi on calibration
errors presented in Fig. 9, individual realizations of ρˆ
show an additional variation of approximately2% due to
the power spectral density of the detector noise that is
estimated from the strain data. For example, calibration
errors affect the estimated noise power spectral density,
and as a result, shift the bin boundaries used to calculate
the χ2r statistic. This subtle shift in the bin boundaries
sometimes leads to a deviation in the measured value of ρˆ
of about 2% compared to its value if the bin boundaries
had been fixed. The estimate of the noise power
spectral density is also affected by the choice of start
and end times for the 2048 s segments used to estimate the
noise power spectral density, and this also affects ρˆ for
GW150914 by approximately 2%. Overall, since the
measured combined reweighted SNR ρˆc is significantly
above the detection threshold, neglecting the time-
variation of the calibration does not affect the result of
this search.
FIG. 9. Variation in ρˆ when the time-dependent parameter ℑκT
is adjusted. The solid blue curve represents ρˆ averaged over 16
software injections, with waveform parameters identical to the
best-fit template for GW150914. ρˆ decreases as ℑκT deviates
from its nominal value. The green dashed curve is a quadratic fit,
and represents the approximate behavior of hρˆi if we had used a
much larger number of software injections. The gray histogram
represents the measured values of ℑκT for times used in the
analysis on September 14 and 15.
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APPENDIX B: ANALYSIS OF
SIMULATED SIGNALS
Simulated signals are added to the detector data to
validate the performance of our searches. These simulations
can be added either in software, by adding a waveform to
the input strain data, or by moving the detector’s test
masses in a way that simulates a gravitational-wave signal.
Physically actuating on the detector’s test masses provides
a full end-to-end validation of our ability to detect signals at
the expense of corrupting the data during the time of the
simulated signal. Adding simulations in software allows us
to repeat the analysis on the same data set many times,
accumulating large statistics and testing search sensitivity
across a large parameter space. Signals simulated in
software have been used to constrain the coalescence rate
of binary black hole systems in Ref. [101].
To validate the search, we generate a population of
binary black holes with component masses between 2 and
98M⊙ and the full range of available spins using the
template waveform. Signals are randomly distributed in sky
location, orientation, distance, and time and then added
coherently to each detector’s strain data prior to filtering.
The PyCBC and GstLAL analyses report the matched-filter
SNR, and the χ2r and ξ2 statistics, respectively, for these
simulated signals. In addition, we simulate eight signals in
the detectors to test the recovery of GW150914. The signals
were generated using the aligned-spin waveforms used in
the search. The parameters were drawn from the posterior
distribution of early GW150914 parameter estimation
results. The sky positions of the signals were chosen to
give similar amplitudes as GW150914 in the H1 and L1
detectors [18]. The signals are added to both detectors with
the correct relative amplitude, phase, and time offsets to
simulate a gravitational-wave signal from an astrophysical
source.
Figure 10 shows the χ2r and ξ2 versus matched-filter SNR
in each detector for a set of software-simulated binary black
hole signals recovered by the PyCBC (top) and GstLAL
(bottom) analyses. Also shown are the eight simulated
signals that were physically added to the detector. The
FIG. 10. PyCBC χ2r (top row) and GstLAL ξ2 (bottom row) versus SNR in each detector. Triggers associated with a set of
simulated binary black hole signals that are added in software are shown, colored by the false alarm rate that they were recovered with
(crosses). Also shown are triggers associated with simulated signals that were added to the detectors. We see a clear separation between
these simulated signals and background noise triggers (black dots; for plotting purposes, a threshold was applied to the background,
indicated by the gray region). Lines of constant reweighted SNR (gray dashed lines) are shown in the PyCBC plot; plotted
are ρˆ ¼ f8; 10; 14; 20g.
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parameters of GW150914 are shown with a star. We see a
clear separation between signal and noise background in
the region of GW150914 for both the software and physical
(hardware) simulations. Simulated gravitational waves with
similar parameters and distances as GW150914 are found
with high significance by both analyses, validating the
ability of the analyses described here to detect sources
similar to GW150914.
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